
ICTSA Programming Competition 2012 

Overview 
Welcome to this year’s ICTSA Programming Competition. This year the competition is different from 

previous years in a number of ways. There are two problems to solve instead of one. Both can be called 

optimization problems but the first problem is not an optimization problem in the usual sense. The task 

at hand is to sort a very large file of strings. Sorting is easy and should not be a problem for anyone of 

you. What is tricky in problem one is optimizing the computer’s resources (memory, file I/O, etc) in 

order to perform the sorting as fast as possible. This should set your brain juices flowing. 

The second problem is a classical optimization problem in 3D space.  

We do suggest that you spend time thinking about how to attack the problems before you load your 

editor. Each problem can be solved in various ways. 

Submissions will be graded as follows: 

Problem 1 will be graded according to time taken to sort the file. Note that we will try each submitted 

algorithm three times on each of three different datasets and then take the average. The fastest 

algorithm will receive 50 points, the second 35, and the third 20 points. 

Problem 2 will be graded according to the time returned by your algorithm for Eileen to reach the boy 

mite. Again, each submitted algorithm will be run three times on each of three input data files and the 

average is computed. The algorithm that returns the lowest time is awarded 50 points, the second 35, 

and the third 20 points. 

All submissions will be tested on the same PC (running Windows 7) and the PC will be optimized by 

disabling all non-essential processes – especially those that can interfere with disk I/0. 

If we have a tie then preference (extra marks) will be given to teams who submit their results earlier. 

This means that you should submit your algorithms as soon as you finish and not wait for the deadline. 

This year’s competition will not only test your programming ability but also your teamwork skills, ability 

to work under pressure, and to write good code quickly. 

Your submission, in a RAR format file, must include all source code, compiled binaries, plus any sample 

data or notes that you choose to include. If you choose to use Java, include a batch file with the same 

name as your executable such that we can easily run your JAR file executable. You must MD5 your RAR 

file and list the MD5 hash in the email when sending your submission. The RAR file should be an 

attachment in your email, addressed to submit@programming.ictsamalta.org. There are many 

freeware utilities that compute the MD5 of a file.  Do not use passwords for the RAR file and send the e-

mail from the address you used when applying for the competition. 

Good luck and let the best team win.  



Problem 1 – Sorting Large Files 
This problem involves sorting very large files.  The problem definition is very simple. You are to sort, in 

ascending lexicographical order, a 16GB text file containing at least 268,435,456 strings each of 64 lower 

case characters. A few lines from sample file are shown below (note that line feeds should be in “\r\n” 

format). 

mmqwwsgqosxutudumnacbzkofxynyxfjutgiauuwmfjhyuvqbkdcqbovnvkmijsa 

yaiqngkcbesjoplelcuzfedltsgjzgbltgquhdmycwxlgaxgvyqjqrvmxzeugjdr 

jrelnqpiiguzlkqryqrlwykjzspqbzmsjvkxnviqjcargosbuzdbekvvwvxwebdj 

wlycwyjqxxcgjwvyzesuxmbdjyfoxvwjkpyqhcllnzhqkectnpjssocwinmzkgvi 

ynrsvnjorjtynvjuwzhqkdbynsnmmswuyvxeokczyxljpvzhxffazreuqmzqqcld 

hjqnxypztdffgmxjaozyqqsdjoicbumrieexllxgmlpzvtqybmxbwmadikvqrupo 

vqgdycfxlycihdhygsosgvoibhpgcowxbkwoiftlamazknndjgwyqcurdfozqzbq 

tijhwbtrktkxokqeojdkbwimaynciqlrapkaxyryucfcwvlqlrwhtswkdabzxlxr 

mqzczexxkuguefixexzodecqxupctzxifckmzcaohsahbrijfdttwxxpqikcbgme 

szivvapipoabrrafpttculdfqkovqueqzmtktjjcgvmszimpthvjzkutdszdasgz 

lcybelcchulaqdnmpsfcqmywipjfknmkxpokqspwpkwwygjumbljhispkejdvjdb 

uyoozovmcmkizgzietlznohllkhjwvewvmglfkuhpnsmngtsznjgfxaemwljxbct 

fsflornbwvcszxtnpfuhmagbpcutyqzlsmkslvgzrnummhpgecntnqksrfhivvno 

lvdylkersjxjydmfiouyvnbesfpzyewszdzpkupzpafcxqesdkcvdjutnwgulzwi 

jawrjoxizumoqlaudohafzgizprygwyrdicvofqliwguctznijotgcgautzuycba 

fgekjhhlfcuxyinubgjxlnplthgusjsmadcimimvbejfokskhcpaicgonaippzbz 

krbftxyninzfathciwigppersnvygqvmrvqgdpmuhhmldqlkyzdjcxkpzdisbrft 

pvtjyzxjjnmpivaukyuwzvekvxdzdxeklbpapsfitwnovqjqkrkunhrqstkyfocb 

viukukjcswxjnwngcgnxedefegdxunadwpeiirnojsvczxzrbcwnthdlnudidcna 

The size of the file to be sorted is arbitrary in the sense that we wanted to make sure that it does not fit 

in memory. We shall be testing your submissions with at least 3 different 16GB text files but you can 

develop and test your program with files of different sizes. Your program will be run three times on each 

of the 3 files. The best time for each file will be recorded and an average computed over the 3 files. The 

PC we shall be using will be running Windows 7 having at most 2GB RAM and at least 2 cores. 

The objective is to sort the file in the least possible time. Your program must display the system time in 

HH:MM:SS:FF format, where FF are decimal fractions of seconds, onto the standard output stream. The 

program must display the time BEFORE opening any files and then display it again AFTER closing all files. 

We shall execute the program using the following command: 

bigsort input.txt output.txt 

In this case, the program (called ‘bigsort’)1 should read the input from a file called ‘input.txt’ (ie. first 

argument) and put the list of sorted strings in ‘output.txt’ (ie. second argument). You may use as many 

temporary files as you like. Your program will be terminated after 15 minutes. 

It is up to you to generate sample data for development and testing.  

  

                                                           
1
 As described in the introduction, if you are using Java, make a batch file called bigsort.bat that executes your JAR 

file. 



Problem 2 – Eileen Likes Cheese 
This is a classical optimization problem in 3D space. Eileen is a cheese mite and lives in a very big cheese. 

The cheese is so big that you can consider it to be infinite in size. Eileen is very happy and has all the 

cheese she could possibly eat in a lifetime. One fine day Eileen becomes very excited. She hears a 

strange sound that she immediately recognizes to be that made by a boy cheese mite. Cheese mites 

have an innate ability to recognize the sound made by cheese mites of the other gender. Eileen really 

would like to meet the boy mite and decides to dig, or rather gnaw, a tunnel towards the boy mite. It 

turns out that the cheese is full of holes. The holes are actually bubbles in the cheese and were formed 

from gas produced when the cheese was made. Each hole can be assumed to be perfectly spherical 

except where two or more holes (bubbles) overlap, thus creating compound holes of all shapes and 

sizes. 

Eileen is very excited about meeting the boy mite and she wants to find the quickest way to go through 

the cheese to meet her new beau. She can gnaw through cheese at three millimeters per second. 

However, she can move, or fly, through the holes in zero time. She then realizes that it is probably faster 

to move through the holes in order to reach the boy mite. 

You are to write a program to help Eileen reach the boy mite. You will be given the number, 3D 

locations, and radii of all the holes in the cheese, the 3D coordinates of the starting positions of Eileen 

and the boy mite. 

Input 

A single input file will contain several problem test cases. Each test case starts with a line containing a 

single positive integer n (0 < n ≤100), the number of holes in the cheese. This is followed by n lines 

containing 4 integers each. The four integers are the 3D (x, y, z) coordinates of the hole and r, the radius. 

All values are in millimeters. The input file concludes with two lines containing three integers each: one 

contains the 3D (x, y, z) coordinates of Eileen’s starting position in the cheese and the other is the 3D 

location of the boy mite. The input file is terminated by a line containing the number -1. 

Sample input file (the first case is in red and the second in blue): 

1 
12 14 20 2 
0 0 0 
3 19 50 
2 
21 4 45 7 
8 5 12 34 
1 1 1 
3 21 7 
-1 
  



Output  

The output will list the total time and 3D path for each test case. Each test case with a line stating the 

total time required for Eileen to each the boy mite. This is followed by the X,Y,Z coordinates of the 3D 

path followed by Eileen. The first X,Y,Z coordinates must be Eileen’s starting position. The other X,Y,Z 

coordinates must be the endpoints of all line segments in the 3D path that Eileen uses to reach the boy 

mite. The 3D path is a sequence of co-joined line segments in 3D space, starting with Eileen’s starting 

position and ending with the location of the boy mite, and you need only list the end-point of each line 

segment. To avoid doubt, you need first write down Eileen’s starting position and then write down the 

X,Y,Z coordinates of end point of each line segment until Eileen reaches the boy mite. The last X,Y,Z 

coordinates, therefore, must be the location of the boy mite as per the input file. A line segment can be 

travel either through cheese or through a hole but not in both.  

The fourth value after the X,Y,Z coordinates in the time required to traverse that line segment. This is a 

floating point value.The end of the test case is denoted by a line containing only -1.   

Sample output file showing required format: 

Case 1: 25 seconds 
X1,Y1,Z1,0 
X2,Y2,Z2,10.0 
X3,Y3,Z3,0 
X4,Y4,Z4,15.0 
-1 
Case 2: 10 seconds 
X1,Y1,Z1,3.0 
X2,Y2,Z2,7.0 
X3,Y3,Z3,0 
-1 
 
Execution 

When executing this program, we will use the following command: 

mitelove input.txt output.txt 

In this example, the program (called ‘mitelove’) will read input from ‘input.txt’ (the first argument) and 

write all output to ‘output.txt’ (the second argument). The program will have K minutes to run, where K 

is the number of test cases. If the timer elapses, your solution will be considered invalid. 

 
Notes 
 

 Colours are used above to distinguish between the two test cases and are not required in your 
submission. 

 Values in the input file are delimited by spaces 



 You can assume that the boy mite does not want to escape from Eileen’s attentions and will not 
move from his starting position. 

 Remember that Eileen requires zero time to travel through the holes. 

 Your program will not require any keyboard input. It will simply read an input file, as described 
above, process the input, and write an output file. 

 The input and output files must be ASCII text files. 

 Line feeds will be in “\r\n” format.  


